Abstract-Practical recording channels deviate significantly from the oft-used model based on linearity and additive Gaussian noise. Among the well-known anomalies are partial erasure and transition jitter. In this paper, we first describe a precompensation technique to combat the partial erasure effect. It utilizes the unique property of the maximum transition run (MTR) code wherein all dibits are isolated. The idea is to increase the spacing between the two transitions that make up each dibit. This tends to mitigate the nonlinear amplitude reduction associated with partial erasure. Next, we consider a recording channel that is linear but subject to transition jitter. We modify the hyperplane-based detector known as 3D-110 by introducing data-dependent threshold terms. The overall complexity of the detector is small, yet this modification provides almost 2 dB of improvement relative to the original 3D-110 structure and the extended partial response maximum likelihood (EPRML) method tuned to additive Gaussian noise.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
AGNETIC disk drives typically use a receiver structure that first equalizes the channel response to a prescribed partial response polynomial and then detects the data using the Viterbi algorithm. For channels with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) where the response matches the chosen partial response form, the detector provides maximum likelihood sequence detection [1] . The most notable example is the partial response maximum likelihood (PRML) receiver, which shapes the channel response to a class IV partial response (modified duobinary) [2] . In general, these systems assume an equalized channel response with the form , where for PRML, for extended PRML (EPRML), and for E2PRML [3] . The response to a change in magnetization direction on the recording medium is a pulse, characterized by PW50, its width at half of the peak amplitude. The severity of intersymbol interference (ISI) is determined by the symbol density PW50 , which gives a measure of the ISI for a given PW50 and baud period . As the symbol density increases, the channel energy is concentrated at lower frequencies. Increasing in the partial response polynomial increases the order of the null at 1/(2 ) and, therefore, provides a better match to the attenuation at high frequencies. However, each increment of doubles the number of states in the corresponding Viterbi trellis. In an effort to obtain near-optimal (MLSD) performance with a low com-plexity detector, techniques such as reduced state sequence estimation (RSSE) [4] and fixed delay tree search (FDTS) [5] can be employed. In these schemes, the channel is equalized with a whitened match filter (WMF) and any signal component outside the scope of the detection rule are truncated with a decision feedback equalizer.
At high symbol densities, the MLSD minimum distance bound diverges from the matched filter bound as multiple-bit error events produce smaller Euclidean distances than single bit errors. Several coding constraints, including the maximum transition run (MTR) code, have been proposed to eliminate these errors [6] , [7] . The 3D-110 receiver is designed to operate with channels that limit the number of consecutive transitions to [8] . For linear channels corrupted with AWGN, the 3D-110 detector provides near MLSD performance with very little complexity. However, digital magnetic recording is subject to nonlinearities and data-dependent transition noise for which 3D-110 is not optimized. This paper first addresses the issue of write precompensation to reduce partial transition erasure distortions. Next, a modified 3D-110 architecture is developed to incorporate knowledge about the transition noise mechanism without adding significant complexity.
A brief introduction to the 3D-110 receiver for use with MTR codes is provided in Section II. Section III discusses the topic of write precompensation for channels suffering from partial transition erasure. This is followed in Section IV by a discussion of the application of 3D-110 to transition jitter channels.
II. 3D-110 DETECTION OF MTR CODED DATA
The 3D-110 detector uses a series of linear classifiers to partition an observation space into decision regions [8] . The detector then combines these regions via a Boolean logic rule to form a detection rule. -sample observation vectors are formed using decision feedback equalizers to subtract ISI components corresponding to past decisions. Assuming these past decisions are correct, the observation from a linear channel with AWGN takes the form . The decision boundary between two signal points, corresponding to the bipolar channel input and to , is sgn
The decision delay is simply . The multiplier weights are computed as and the threshold for equiprobable inputs as where . The signal is a function of the first components of the equalized channel response. Therefore, these determine the value of . If these response terms are properly manipulated, trivial 0018-9464/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE multiplier weights from can be obtained. In particular, forcing the first three terms to for an receiver produces the desired values for . These are used not only because they are convenient, but they are a good match to the WMF channel response at a symbol density . Unlike PRML which specifies the entire channel response, only the first terms are forced to particular values, the remainder which can be subtracted with a decision feedback equalizer are allowed to take values which minimize the equalization mean squared error. When combined with an MTR modulation constraint, the detector takes the form shown in Fig. 1 . The labels A, B, and E are used for consistency with [8] . The global DFE used to subtract ISI components is not shown. As the observation sample is delayed, a new decision becomes available and the corresponding ISI must be removed. The threshold terms shown with tildes combine the classifier threshold and the incremental ISI removal. From top to bottom, the six modified threshold terms are . With its complete lack of multipliers, this detector offers a very low complexity method for the receiver.
III. PRECOMPENSATION FOR PARTIAL ERASURE CHANNELS
A partial erasure channel is one in which the amplitude of closely spaced transitions is reduced. Although the amplitude variation can be random, partial erasure characterizes this process as the average amplitude loss [14] . For systems employing MTR modulation, only isolated transitions and dibits (two consecutive transitions) exist, so the partial erasure phenomenon can be assumed to affect only the dibit pattern. Allowing an additive noise source yields the received signal model (2) where is the input transition sequence taken from , is the transition response, is the additive noise, and is the fraction of dibit amplitude lost to partial erasure. The channel input is typically expressed as a bipolar nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) sequence , which gives rise to the transition sequence . Using the transition sequence is convenient because the channel distortion and many of the noise components are produced at the magnetic transitions. The signal generating model from (2) is represented using the block form in Fig. 2 where . Palmer et al. have suggested that increasing the dibit transition-to-transition spacing may be useful in mitigating the effects of partial erasure [9] . In digital magnetic recording systems, it is common to introduce a systematic delay in the later transitions of a burst of transitions to compensate for magnetic interactions which cause these transitions to be recorded earlier in the bit cell than isolated transitions. To compensate for partial erasure, the leading dibit transition is advanced and the trailing transition is delayed so that the recorded dibit is widened symmetrically by 2 , e.g., is the shift seen by each of the two transitions. The value of this technique is questionable for codes that permit three or more consecutive transitions; however, the MTR code limits to two the number of consecutive transitions.
To model the effect of shifting the dibit transitions, the shifted transition response is expressed using a Taylor series expansion (3) where is the modeling error due to approximating the response with the linear and first derivative terms. Dropping , the error signal for the signal generator in Fig. 2 is (4) If the leading derivative term is written using a backward difference and the trailing derivative term by a forward difference, the error term after baud rate sampling is approximately (5) An appropriate discrete time model for the partial erasure error is (6) The optimal value for should return the dibit amplitude to its nominal value, i.e.,
which yields (8) In other words, advancing the forward dibit transition by and delaying the trailing transition by will compensate for partial erasure of the dibit amplitude to . Because this result was obtained using approximations, the actual shift is obtained using a minimum mean squared error criterion (9) where is the dibit signal . For small shifts and large symbol densities, . To illustrate the effectiveness of the technique, a linear (nominal) dibit is plotted along with an partially erased (PE) dibit in Fig. 3 . The dibit transition are then shift by and plotted as shift PE. The error between the shift PE and the linear dibit are also shown. Clearly the error is much less than that produced by the partial erasure alone. This implies a favorable change for any receiver that assumes a linear channel. An example of the performance improvement is obtained by simulating a 3D-110 receiver with a rate 6/7 MTR modulation code [10] at a user bit density of 2.5, in an additive Gaussian noise environment. The results are shown in Fig. 4 for a linear channel, (85% PE), and and (shift + PE). The SNR is defined as the ratio of to the noise power in the 1/PW50 frequency band. The plot indicates that the transition shift effectively mitigates the bit error rate degradation due to partial erasure.
IV. MODIFIED THRESHOLD FOR TRANSITION JITTER CHANNELS
In many instances, such as with transition position jitter, the signal distortion produces a data-dependent noise mean as well as data-dependent noise covariance matrices. This problem has been addressed by many authors. A suboptimal Viterbi detector based on path-dependent noise variance has been considered in [15] . Signal-dependent noise prediction has been incorporated into PRML in [16] . Approaches based on classification with piecewise linear decision boundaries have been considered in [11] and [17] . A maximum likelihood sequence detector has been derived under the Markov noise assumption in [12] , and a fixed-delay sequence detector has been optimized for jitter noise in [18] . Interesting ideas on using alternative criteria for optimizing sequence detectors also have been presented in [13] . In this paper we consider a simple yet effective modification of the 3D-110 detector to combat signal-dependent noise. To incorporate the pattern dependent noise into the 3D-110 boundaries requires the use of multipliers and thresholds that depend on the previous channel inputs. Unfortunately, this modification will, in general, significantly increase the detector complexity.
For certain disturbances, some gain can be obtained simply by adjusting the classifier thresholds while keeping the multipliers fixed. With the three-dimensional detectors developed earlier, the pattern dependency can include the previous channel estimate because the necessary multiplexers already exist. If the classifier boundary slope is fixed (e.g., the multipliers are predetermined), then the problem reduces to finding the optimal threshold for the two possible values for . As before, the boundary development proceeds from independent boundaries that are later combined. If the slope of the boundary is fixed, the -dimensional observation space is mapped to a single dimension via (10) and, ignoring the dependency on the past decision, the classifier implements sgn (11) Considering only the boundary defined by and , the bit error probability is (12) Fig. 5 . Simulated performance for a transition jitter channel at a user bit density of 2.5.
The standard deviations are obtained by filtering the signal dependent noise with the classifier multipliers, giving (13) where is the noise autocorrelation (and autocovariance for ). For a given set of multipliers, , the threshold is obtained by evaluating (14) Although the roots of this expression can be found numerically, the sum-of-exponentials form does not readily lend itself to a closed form solution.
The 3D-110 detector uses classifier thresholds that depend on the previous decision. Therefore, it is natural to also condition the noise variance on the previous decision, which is assumed to be equivalent to the corresponding channel input. By doing so, six possible threshold terms arise, one for each classifier and for each of the two possible values of . The complexity penalty incurred here is not substantial. What is required is an additional multiplexer for classifier E for which two zeros were obtained with the linear/AWGN channel. The thresholds must also be made programmable, rather than fixed integers. This may require the addition of extra digital-to-analog convertors for an analog implementation.
If the threshold values are determined based on the same signal points used to construct the classifiers in the stationary noise case, then the threshold for four of the six boundaries depends only on one signal point from each decision set. For the two signal case where conditioning on the prior decision is implied, (13) becomes (15) Taking the logarithm of each side and collecting terms gives (16) where and . The roots are then shown in (17) at the bottom of the page. For any reasonable SNR, the correct root is . Two threshold terms, and , depend on two signals from each of the two signal sets, so does not reduce to a quadratic form. This problem can be avoided at high SNR's by selecting only the two closest signals, one from each set, to determine the threshold. In this case, the measure of closeness is the Euclidean distance normalized by the square root of the conditional noise variance. Even if the roots of (13) are determined numerically, it is useful to find the high-SNR approximation as it provides a good starting point for root-finding algorithms.
The performance gain for transition jitter channels was investigated using simulation comparisons on 6/7 MTR coded 3D-110 and 3D-110 with data dependent thresholds (DDT) and 16/17 coded EPRML, a current industry standard. Detector bit error rate results are plotted in Fig. 5 . The SNR in this case is defined to measure the noise power following a 1/2T low pass filter for an all transitions pattern written with a symbol period PW50/2. The channel is disturbed by transition jitter in which the transition positions are independent, identically distributed Gaussian random variables with the distribution tail truncated to provide a maximum position shift of half the symbol period. No additive noise is present in the channel. The results indicate that the conventional 3D-110 and EPRML detectors provide about the same performance at high SNR's. On the other hand, by allowing the thresholds to be programmable, the 3D-110/DDT gains nearly 2 dB over the others optimized for additive noise, while foregoing the need to employ multipliers. for for (17) V. CONCLUSION The existing 3D-110 detector provides avenues for reducing the effects of channel nonlinearities and data dependent noises. Maximum transition run coding, which is required by the 3D-110 detector, allows a simple shifting of transition positions to compensate partial transition erasure. This technique makes the received signal appear linear, so it is applicable to all detectors designed for linear channels with MTR coding. For a particular data dependent noise component, transition jitter, 3D-110 performance is improved by nearly 2 dB simply by permitting programmable classifier thresholds which are tuned to the noise statistics.
